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Abstract

Effective improvement and research rely on sustained multidisciplinary collaboration, but few examples are available of centres with the broad range of disciplines and practical experience that are needed to sustain long-term improvement in healthcare quality and safety. In a number of respects, the parlous state of the quality and safety of medical care resembles the problem of climate change. Both constitute a profoundly serious man-made threat to the public good which have until recently been both ignored and denied but are increasingly being recognised, taken seriously and acted on. Among the most interesting and important responses to the challenge of climate change has been the creation of Centres of Climate Change in which experts from multiple diverse disciplines are brought together to tackle the problem. Such centres, while science-based, express their vision in solid pragmatic terms and embrace policy, public engagement and education as essential components of that vision. Cross-discipline collaboration has unfortunately not achieved the same effectiveness or visibility in healthcare quality and safety as it has in the area of climate change. The authors argue that there is a need to create multidisciplinary centres in healthcare to accelerate the improvement of safety and quality, and provide the necessary theoretical and empirical foundations. Such centres would draw on disciplines such as epidemiology, statistics and relevant clinical disciplines but equally from psychology, engineering, ergonomics, sociology, economics, organisational development in addition to engaging with patients and citizens and leaders with practical experience of improvement in the field. In this paper, we address some of the pragmatic challenges of creating such centres and consider how the right groups and networks of researchers and practitioners might be assembled.

Introduction

Improving the safety and quality of healthcare has proved to be an extremely challenging problem clinically, technically, psychologically and in cultural terms. Healthcare is the largest industry in the world, and its problems are deeply embedded within the care delivery systems, the systems of health professional formation and development, and the inertia and resistance to change inherent in huge complex systems. Despite these daunting prospects, optimism is growing that, with a concentrated effort of the right kind, the safety and quality of care that patients receive can be improved in meaningful ways. At the same time, moreover, patients are increasingly demanding that healthcare aim for the same standards of safety and reliability that are achieved in other industries. 1

Although many clinicians and researchers have suggested that multidisciplinary work can improve processes and outcomes substantially in clinical care, few examples are available of centres with the broad range of disciplines and practical experience in research and implementation that are needed to sustain long-term improvement in healthcare quality and safety. In this paper, we address some of the pragmatic challenges of bringing disciplines together, and consider how the right groups and networks of researchers and practitioners might be assembled. First, however, we briefly set out the arguments for multidisciplinary work in this area and consider which disciplines should be represented.

Climate science as an exemplar for safety and quality

In a number of respects, the parlous state of the quality and safety of medical care resembles the problem of climate change. Both constitute a profoundly serious and growing man-made threat to the public good that has until recently been both ignored and denied.
(table 1) but is increasingly being recognised, taken seriously and acted on.6–8 Among the most interesting and important responses to the challenge of climate change has been the creation of Centres of Climate Change in which experts from multiple diverse disciplines are brought together to deal with the problem. We can see by examining the websites of some climate changes centres (box 1) that they have been deliberately and carefully structured to combine the relevant range of disciplines in long-term collaboration. Furthermore, they express their vision in solid pragmatic terms and embrace policy, public engagement and education as an essential component of that vision. Cross-discipline collaboration has unfortunately not achieved the same effectiveness or visibility in healthcare quality and safety as it has in the area of climate change. We submit that understanding the forces that have resulted in the efflorescence of cross-disciplinary collaboration in climate change, the ways in which that collaboration operates, as well as its results, strengths and limitations can provide important lessons for the future development of healthcare improvement.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY NATURE OF HEALTHCARE QUALITY AND SAFETY

As is true for other highly complex, urgent socio-technical problems, patient safety and healthcare quality improvement are meeting points for a multitude of other disciplines. Quality improvement has traditionally drawn on disciplines that emerged from the manufacturing industry and have been transferred to the healthcare environment. Modern approaches to quality improvement have recognised the quantum improvements made to service delivery, processes and cost in other industries, and have sought to apply these to healthcare.9 Measurement, statistical process control and an understanding of the nature, pace and requirements of organisational change are all fundamental to any enduring improvement.

Efforts to increase patient safety have enriched but also complicated the basic improvement model by addressing topics such as error and cognition, and have brought a deeper understanding of the importance of context and multilevel systems in the delivery of care. The relevant published literature is difficult for any one person or group to grasp, being scattered, diverse and multidisciplinary in nature. Much of it is published in areas such as cognitive psychology and ergonomics that are unfamiliar to medicine. Furthermore, many of the topics fundamental to progress in patient safety are themselves the subjects of huge literatures and much debate. For instance, a substantial amount of work has been carried out, from a number of different perspectives, on the factors that produce safe, high-performing teams. The same could be said of expertise generally, as well as decision-making, human error, human factors, information technology, leadership, organisational culture and other topics.10

Table 1 Challenges and response to climate change and healthcare improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate change</th>
<th>Healthcare quality and safety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenges</td>
<td>Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An ecosystem and societal threat</td>
<td>A societal threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively newly perceived problem driving the interest, concern, opportunities</td>
<td>Beginning to be framed as a coherent problem, capable of being meaningfully measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained, long-term change required</td>
<td>Sustained long-term change required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established institutes now addressing the multifaceted nature of the problem</td>
<td>Small centres emerging but few in number and precarious support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for multidisciplinary approaches accepted</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary work sporadic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplines need to work together in a common space</td>
<td>Necessary but rarely achieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The challenge has attracted new sources of funding</td>
<td>Funding streams still precarious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New language and concepts emerging</td>
<td>Same principle but not yet established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major multidisciplinary centres established</td>
<td>Smaller centres established but few with long-term security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attracts systems thinkers who enjoy crossing disciplinary boundaries</td>
<td>Same, but not well developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established experts</td>
<td>Leaders emerging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who come together maintain a ‘foot’ in their home departments</td>
<td>Yet to be firmly established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong public engagement and pressure for individual behaviour changes</td>
<td>Public engagement mainly restricted to activists and pioneers. Potential for patient and public involvement still nascent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerable debate on the extent and impact of climate change</td>
<td>Similar debate about extent of problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such as safety. Requisite variety means that a research variety’ is critical to complex multidisciplinary problems. They point out, following Jens Rasmussen, that ‘requisite variety is critical to complex multidisciplinary problems. Several important examples of multidisciplinary work have already exist in the areas of safety and quality research and improvement. For instance, in the last 5 years, a number of multidisciplinary groups have made important progress in the understanding, definition and development of non-technical skills in anaesthetics and surgery and in surgical teamwork. These groups have developed, and prospered, through the personal relationships of those involved and through their ability to raise research funds to maintain momentum and progress. Effective collaborations exist, but the majority rely on always precarious short-term funding. These groups have primarily drawn on scientific work on teams, decision-making and skills but also on the practical techniques of communication, briefing, checklisting and debriefing, developed in the military and commercial aviation.

At an institutional level, we can point to The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice, which has built collaboration between the business school, the medical school and clinicians in a wide range of settings. The fruits of this collaboration include the business inspired clinical microsystem concept and its application in a host of quality-improvement programmes. Organisations such as the Institute for Healthcare Improvement and Qulturum in Jönköping County Council in Sweden have also constantly sought out ideas, concepts and practices from other disciplines and industries, though not necessarily in the form of permanent collaborations. It is vitally important that decision-makers and the public understand the evidence behind the headlines. We help achieve this by producing regular briefing papers on our work, translating the research and its implications into publications that will shape global decision-making and impact on policy in the public and private sectors. Through lectures, events and conferences, we are bringing our work to a wider audience including government, industry and non-governmental organisations.

### SOME BENEFITS OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY WORK IN HEALTHCARE IMPROVEMENT SO FAR

Several important examples of multidisciplinary work already exist in the areas of safety and quality research and improvement. Wears, Perry and Sutcliffe provide a graphic illustration from the USA of a serious risk to the development and maintenance of interdisciplinary work, specifically, the fading of the initial appreciation of the contribution of other disciplines to patient safety. In their discussion of the ‘medicalisation of patient safety’ they argue, on the...
basis of a review of speakers at prominent patient safety conferences over the years, that:

Although we do not believe that anyone involved in patient safety or patient safety research openly disputes the idea that there is much to be learnt by applying the ‘safety sciences’ to the problems of healthcare, we wish to point out a disquieting trend. Experts in the safety sciences have been gradually disappearing from view in patient safety. At the first Annenberg meeting in 1996, almost 20% of the speakers were scientists and scholars from non-healthcare fields, such as psychology, engineering, sociology, organisational behaviour, etc. An additional 20% were also not directly associated with healthcare but represented other important viewpoints, such as the law, or patients and their families…. the absolute number and the relative proportion of safety scientists speaking at these meetings have fallen sharply. (p 6)

Effective, innovative multidisciplinary work on safety and quality has emerged and prospered in many settings. Over the field as a whole, however, the initial enthusiasm has not been sustained. This suggests to us that although multidisciplinary work is valued, it is very hard to achieve and sustain in practice. What are the principal barriers to multidisciplinary work on quality and safety?

Social identity and communities of practice
In this issue of BMJ Quality & Safety, Jean Bartunek describes the pervasive influence and effects of social identity in determining the professional behaviour and attitudes of others who do not share that identity. At its most extreme, this manifests as the crude tribalism sometimes seen in clinical environments. Bartunek points to the importance of a superordinate objective in uniting people from different disciplines and backgrounds.

An inward looking culture in healthcare
Healthcare is an all-consuming profession that tends to be distrustful of outside, less well-known influences. This phenomenon has been described by Roger Kneebone as ‘total internal reflection.’ Wears et al suggest that ‘Doctors and nurses are smart, ambitious, hardworking people who have been socialised to feel as though they should be able to resolve any problem they encounter with little outside assistance. And when they do seek assistance, it is almost always from other health professionals; we never look outside our own silo’ (p 5).

Not scientific and not invented here
The concepts and methods that are common in the social sciences, particularly those from a more interpretative tradition, are quite different from the scientific methods and procedures common in healthcare. Healthcare professionals may regard the methods of social sciences as at best unfamiliar and at worst unscientific, not recognising that disciplines such as psychology embrace both rigorous experimental methodologies and qualitative approaches.

Attitudes and experience of other disciplines
While social scientists, for instance, can work effectively with clinicians without a detailed understanding of the clinical environment, they do need to be sensitive to their impact on clinical settings, and try to appreciate the pressures, dilemmas and values of the clinical disciplines. Some social scientists have written about clinical work with great insight and sensitivity (there are also, regrettably, examples of studies by social scientists that are both patronising and arrogant). Bosk writes memorably of the delicate balancing act between empathising with those you are studying and maintaining sufficient critical distance to provide a persuasive account of the clinical milieu (p 12).

Conservative approaches of funding bodies
Some funding agencies, such as the Agency for Health Research and Quality took on a considerable challenge and also some risk in funding patient safety research; in doing so it gave legitimacy to the field and brought intelligence and energy to bear on the problem. However, even those agencies which did fund research on patient safety have tended to ‘play safe’ in concentrating for the most part on familiar forms of health services research and not reaching out to other disciplines. The problem of safety was conceived largely in practical terms not requiring extensive investment in understanding the basic mechanisms driving or eroding safety in healthcare organisations.

A place to meet
A critical barrier for many collaborating groups is simply the lack of a common working environment or at least a meeting place in which conversations can begin and ideas develop. Many of the other barriers of identity, status, mutual incomprehension and ideological divides can potentially break down if people are given enough time together and common space, both intellectual and physical, in which to explore their differences and commit to their common objectives.

Health and healthcare is ‘personal’
An additional barrier that may be intrinsic to healthcare is the deeply personal nature of the way that any disease produces illness and illness burden in a particular individual. This can induce a misguided resistance to the standardisation of core clinical processes that lies at the core of many attempts to improve safety and quality. Some also fear that the personal nature of the
relationship between patient and clinician, and the personal experience of illness are not susceptible to generalisable science and enquiry.1

OVERCOMING THE BARRIERS

While the barriers are evident and challenging, we suggest that most can be overcome by a combination of accepting the importance of the enterprise, recognising the excitement and value of crossing disciplines, and providing institutional backing for those willing to follow such a path. The greatest challenge is to find both effective and stable ways of supporting such partnerships institutionally, particularly in developing the careers of young clinicians and researchers who want to work long term on safety and quality in healthcare. Some specific actions that could help in this regard are as follows:

► Innovators and early adopters within various disciplines could set the example of broadening memberships, and publishing cross-disciplinary papers.

► Although scientific creativity may be stimulated by crossing disciplinary boundaries, the process by which a discipline advances is not retained in the textbooks which enshrine the discipline and educate the next generation of researchers. ‘Textbooks ... begin by truncating the scientist’s sense of his discipline’s history and then proceed to supply a substitute for what they have eliminated’23 (pp 136–8), thus emphasising disciplinary traditions and boundaries. Writing textbooks that include the thinking from multiple disciplines could be of particular value, since textbooks tend to be more important in defining the nature of thought in science than in other disciplines.

► Foundations, universities and others could explicitly fund protected time to allow people to develop new and cross-disciplinary skills. Healthcare organisations of all kinds could commit to engaging with safety scientists and other disciplines to achieve the ‘requisite variety’ for safety and quality.24

► Creating career paths that promote multidisciplinary work. Foundations and government agencies could fund cross-disciplinary training and fellowships. The aim here might be to create a critical mass, tipping point where cross-discipline work becomes the norm, at least in some areas. Overcoming this might require direct confrontation of promotions committees, university and other organisational governing boards, administrators and leaders.

CREATING CENTRES FOR SAFETY AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

We have argued that permanent multidisciplinary centres need to be established to provide sustained inspiration, research, training and practical support for implementation and innovation. We believe the time has come to develop a network of permanently established centres that can mount a sustained attack on the intractable problems of safety and quality in healthcare. Small units exist within many hospitals and other healthcare organisations, but are often mainly concerned with regulation and compliance. If such units are to flourish, they probably need to be supported by

Box 2 Aims and functions of proposed multidisciplinary centres for healthcare improvement

Interdisciplinary collaboration and exchange
Such centres would draw on disciplines such as epidemiology, statistics and relevant clinical disciplines but equally from psychology, engineering, ergonomics, sociology, economics, organisational development as well as engaging with patients, citizens and leaders with practical experience of improvement in the field.

Improvement
Provide advice and support on how to improve the safety and quality of care and evaluate current and future programmes. Help to apply research learning from other industries and the best in global health to solve quality issues.

Evaluation
Provide the capacity to evaluate current and future projects and programmes that seek to improve the safety and quality of patient care.

Education and training
Provide accredited and other programmes of education for research students, practitioners, managers and leaders. Training for Health Boards and those who carry out investigations would be available with the development of more academic courses over time.

Research
Multidisciplinary research programme conducted at various levels from individual clinician—patient interface; processes of care to organisational issues and across patient engagement, acute, mental health, primary care and community.

Health policy
To provide evidence-based health policy advice.
larger centres of improvement and research which can ground their work on safety and quality in a public health perspective. What might such centres look like?

We propose here the creation of several, strategically located core centres, with a set of interlinked goals and functions (box 2). In some cases, a single centre might cover a relatively small health economy such as the 300 000 people in Jönköping county council. Larger centres might work with a population of several million in a health region (such as the southwest of England or an American state) or a small country such as Scotland or New Zealand. These centres would carry out education, training, research and improvement activities in their own right but also act as the hub of a wider networks and forum for anyone concerned with the safety and quality of healthcare. Needless to say, they need to reach out to patients and citizens as well as to healthcare staff and researchers.

We believe that the core objective should be the practical and pragmatic one of improving the delivery of healthcare for the benefit of patients. However, these activities must be backed by a serious and wide-ranging multidisciplinary research programme to underpin programmes of improvement, technical innovation and organisational change. The research programme should encompass basic research into human performance in complex environments as well as more applied controlled trials and evaluations of interventions.

The lack of sustained funding bedevils quality and safety improvement and hinders the attack on the deeper and more intractable problems which small projects will never address. In large, well-funded healthcare organisations, funding for improvement is one of the first casualties of mergers or financial crisis. Centres will need core funding from a variety of sources, including healthcare, university, industry, research funding and charitable endowments. In time, further funding would be secured from Masters and PhD programmes, training, and other research and charity funding. Each centre should also have a substantial educational programme, ranging from short courses for both patients and healthcare staff through to university-affiliated PhD programmes. Finally, the centres must seek wider influence and actively reach out to supply the evidence base for policy and to advise on healthcare delivery and reform. They will also, as the climate change centres do, reach out to patients and citizens to foster a wider engagement and support for safe, high-quality healthcare as part of the wider quest for living a life that is both healthy and sustainable.
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